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domain [2]. Ontologies typically contain domain terms
in a hierarchical, explicitly defined fashion. Such terms
are linked by relationships, either taxonomic or nontaxonomic. Based on domain knowledge (such as tacit
knowledge from domain experts, or explicit knowledge
of domain theories), well defined ontologies (concise
and accurate) are able to assist, or enhance the
knowledge intensive analytical processes [3].
However, manually constructing and enriching ontologies are resource consuming and labor intensive
activities [4]. To overcome such shortcoming(s), automated learning techniques, as a gateway to (semi-)
automatically create domain knowledge bases using
machine learning techniques, have been well studied.
Information Extraction (IE) has been proven to be one
of the most important techniques in terms of enriching
ontologies. Among the various sources for IE, text
mining turns out to be one of the most effective approaches [5]. An important application of text mining
in that regard is to extract and disambiguate relevant
terms from domain-specific corpus for enriching
knowledge bases. Even though several automated enriching approaches have been developed in recent studies [6]–[9], current approaches rely highly on the size
and the quality of the text corpora (as the training set)
annotated against formal domain knowledge. Moreover, sometimes the extracted terms are vague or confusing, or too narrow to be used as a reasoning/analytical basis. Thus, two research gaps need to be
bridged are: noise handling and knowledge richness in
the ontology enrichment process. For the consideration
of generalizability, we focus on the taxonomical relations between extracted terms in the proposed approach.
The key contributions of this paper are twofold.
First, we propose a novel approach that addresses
aforementioned research gaps by synthesizing IE phases such as term extraction, domain specific term selection/filtering, Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), and
ontology integration/enrichment. The approach is

Abstract
Domain knowledge bases are a basis for advanced
knowledge-based systems, manually creating a formal
knowledge base for a certain domain is both resource
consuming and non-trivial. In this paper, we propose
an approach that provides support to extract, select,
and disambiguate terms embedded in domain specific
documents. The extracted terms are later used to enrich existing ontologies/taxonomies, as well as to
bridge domain specific knowledge base with a generic
knowledge base such as WordNet. The proposed approach addresses two major issues in the term extraction domain, namely quality and efficiency. Also, the
proposed approach adopts a feature-based method that
assists in topic extraction and integration with existing
ontologies in the given domain. The proposed approach is realized in a research prototype, and then a
case study is conducted in order to illustrate the feasibility and the efficiency of the proposed method in the
finance domain. A preliminary empirical validation by
the domain experts is also conducted to determine the
accuracy of the proposed approach. The results from
the case study indicate the advantages and potential of
the proposed approach.

1. Introduction
Studies related to advanced knowledge systems and
their applications (such as business analytics) have
taken a substantial shift due to the proliferation of unstructured data (such as free texts). To analyze such
unstructured data, text mining approaches are being
studied that enhances traditional data analytics methods with linguistic techniques. The quality of these text
mining methods largely relies on the availability and
quality of the domain knowledge [1]. The specifications of domain knowledge bases, such as ontologies,
are widely used as a means for formally representing
machine-readable semantic knowledge from a certain
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aimed at learning relevant terms for updating a formal
domain knowledge structure and emphasizes two major issues in terms of ontology learning, namely quality
and efficiency. Also, the proposed approach adopts a
feature-based method that assists in topic extraction
and integration with existing ontologies in the given
domain. Second, we present an innovative application
of the proposed approach in the finance domain, particularly in the context of a corpus consisting of Initial
Public Offering (IPO) prospectuses. A research prototype of this application is reported to illustrate the feasibility and the efficiency of the proposed method in
understanding the Initial Public Offering (IPO) phenomenon. The case study intends to extend a manually
created seed concept list with explicit and relevant
terms extracted from a domain-specific document corpus. A preliminary empirical validation by the domain
experts is also conducted to illustrate the accuracy and
advancements of the proposed approach. The result
from the case study indicates the advantages and potentials of the proposed approach.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the details of the proposed approach
as its main steps. Section 3 demonstrates the feasibility
of the proposed approach through implementation of a
research prototype. A preliminary case study is reported in Section 4, in order to assess the efficiency and
quality of the proposed approach through the research
prototype. Section 5 discusses recent related studies on
term extraction and WSD, in order to highlight the
advantageous features of the proposed approach. Section 6 concludes the paper, as well as discusses the
limitations and future work of this study.

ered terms with existing ontologies. In following subsections, we discuss these aspects in detail.

2.1. Domain Specific Term Extraction and Selection
Researchers have indicated in the literature that
noun phrases in texts are roughly term candidates in
most cases [6]–[8]. Generally, the term extraction and
selection process follows three schools of approaches:
1) corpora based approach; 2) heuristic approaches;
and 3) hybrid approaches. Corpora based approaches
utilize the Part-Of-Speech (POS) tags and syntactic
patterns provided by Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tools. An example of the linguistic patterns can
be found in [10]: noun phrases match the syntactic
pattern of (JJ)*(NN)+ are selected as candidates
from parsed documents (where JJ refers to an adjective, NN denotes to a noun, * denotes zero or more occurrences (optional), while + denotes one or more occurrences (required). The drawback of linguistic based
approaches is that commonly their results rely largely
on the amount of cross-sectional documents in a corpus. Thus, applying these approaches in a less mature
domain will possibly result in poor outcomes. On the
other hand, heuristic approaches rely on the frequencies/statistical measures of (noun) phrases extracted
from the document collection. One of the most important
measures
is
“term-frequency-inverseddocument-frequency” (tf*idf), and its variants (one of
them is [11]). Despite the importance and usefulness of
aforementioned measures, they are not directly applicable to the current research project; the reason is similar to the discussions in [12], terms with low tf*idf
scores perform better in domain specific cases. A hybrid based approach is a combination of the former two
types of approaches [6].
In this paper, we develop our approach along the
lines of a hybrid approach. The approach matches predefined linguistic patterns for term candidate selection
and utilizes a domain specific heuristic measure for
term filtering. Firstly, we have expanded the aforementioned linguistic pattern for our domain specific term
extraction purpose. Note that English language stop
words are removed from the term candidates, yet determiners (i.e. a, an, the) are kept for pattern matching
purpose. In the current phase of this project, we only
capture the noun phrases from the document corpus.
The noun phrase patterns (NPPs) in regular expressions
(along with examples) are reported in following table
(Table 1).

2. Methodology
The purpose of the proposed approach is to enrich
domain ontologies from domain-specific textual resources. As stated above, ontologies can be used as a
formal conceptualization for annotating, querying, reasoning, and other analytical purposes. The accuracy
and efficiency of ontology-based analyses relies on the
quality of the ontology, namely coverage and clarity.
Coverage refers to the completeness of the ontology –
i.e. the amount of terms/relations formulated in the
ontology, while clarity refers to the explicitness and
lucency of the terms in an ontology. The proposed approach is aimed at improving both coverage and clarity
of an ontology: for increasing the coverage of the ontology, a mechanism is designed to extract and filter
related domain terms from a document corpus in a certain domain; for improving the clarity of the ontology,
a WSD method is proposed to reduce the conceptual
confusion of the selected terms. Finally, the approach
includes a mechanism for aligning the newly discov-

Table 1. Noun Phrase Patterns

NPP
(DT)*(JJ)*(NN)+
(NN)+(IN)+(NN)+

Example
legal proceedings, profits
strategy of competitors
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are two approaches for WSD: a) learning-based approach; and b) knowledge-based approach. Learningbased approach can be further categorized into supervised learning based WSD and unsupervised learning
based WSD. A key difference between the two is supervised learning based WSD relies on tagged documents as a training set for future learning; thus, even
though it yields better results, it requires pre-tagged
training set – which are usually not available in a lesswell-defined domain or on a large sample size. Considering the nature of this project, adopting supervised
learning based approaches is not feasible. Knowledge
based approach can be further grouped into dictionarybased approaches, corpus-based approaches and social
media based approaches. Dictionary-based approaches
rely on external lexical resources, such as machinereadable dictionaries, thesauri, and ontologies (i.e.
WordNet), whereas corpus-based approaches do not
use any of them. Instead of using dictionaries, social
media based approaches utilize web content (i.e. Wikipedia) as the knowledge base, however, the data quality of such online sources is not guaranteed. In this project, we believe the dictionary-based approach is better
than the other two.
Before we present the WSD algorithm, we need to
discuss the structure of WordNet. We utilize the
WordNet taxonomical relations for disambiguating
word senses: basically, children classes of current term
as hyponyms, parent classes as hypernyms, whereas
sibling classes as synonyms. In order to simplify the
computation complexity, we limit the scope to direct
parent/children classes only.
We present a feature-based approach in this paper.
Two types of features are adopted in this work, namely
local features and syntactic features [13]. Local features represent a small amount of words around the
target word, which their properties such as POS tags,
word forms, positions; whereas syntactic features represent syntactic information related to the words surrounding the target word. The difference between local
features and the syntactic features is that local features
are n-gram bag-of-words, while syntactic features are
features of the words within the same linguistic unit
(phrases, sentences, paragraphs, etc.). Words for syntactic features might be outside the n-gram bag-ofwords. Only words with POS tags of NN (nouns), VB
(verbs), and JJ (adjectives) are considered as target
words. The feature-based WSD (F-WSD) algorithm is
presented in Figure 1.
We design the F-WSD algorithm based on following design rationale. In a term t, given a surrounding ngram bag-of-words   , the target word   can be
disambiguated if: i)  (    ) appears in the
hyponyms, hypernyms, or synonyms of   ; or ii) if
hyponyms, hypernyms, or synonyms of   and 

In Table 1, DT denotes determiners, while IN denotes prepositions. One point worth noting is that the
first NPP has two forms: single-word terms (with only
one NN) and multiple-word terms. With the term candidates extracted, the proposed approach calculates the
filtering measures of term candidates in the specific
domain through information along two different lines:
heuristic information and domain-specific information.
For the heuristic information, we propose a ranking
measure as shown in Equation (1).
|t|

rank(t,d) = ∑

freq(ni ,d)
df (ni )
× log(
+ 1)
max[ freq(t,d)]
max[df (t)]

(1)
In Equation (1), t is an extracted term candidate, |t|
is the number of nouns in t, ni is the ith noun in t.
freq(ni ,d) is the occurrence of ni in document d. Given TC is the set of all term candidates ( t ∈TC ),
max[ freq(t,d)] is the highest occurrence in d ( ∀t ∈TC ).
df (ni ) is the occurrence of ni in a (domain specific)
glossary. If none domain specific glossary exists, then
WordNet is used as a domain-independent glossary.
max[df (t)] is the maximum of the occurrence of any t
in TC that appears in the glossary. The first part of
Equation (1) represents the frequency of the term
(FREQ), while the second part of it represents the domain relatedness of the term (DR). With the term candidates sorted based on the ranking measure, users can
define the amount of terms needed. For instance, if the
user decides to select 100 terms, then the top 100 terms
from the sorted list are selected. Alternatively, the user
can define a threshold on the ranking measure. For
example, if the threshold is 0.6, then any term with
     is selected.
Moreover, a deep cleansing step is incorporated in
the term selection phase in order to enforce the domain
relatedness of selected terms. All terms met the aforementioned ranking measure are further filtered through
such rules. These rules are encoded based on the analytical purposes based on the terms. For instance, if the
terms regarding the geographic locations are not relevant in further analysis, a rule will be encoded and
enforced as: DROP (NP(Token.category =
“NN” && Token.kind = “LOC”)). We have
listed the deep cleansing rules used in our case study in
Section 4 (Table 2).
i=1

2.2. Word Sense Disambiguation
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is a computational process to identify the explicit meaning of words
in a certain context [13]. WSD is an AI-complete problem, which means it is among the most difficult problems in the artificial intelligence domain. WSD can
enhance the learnt ontologies by reducing the terminological confusion within them [14]. Generally, there
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Figure 1. The F-WSD Algorithm

and NN2 are chosen for enrichment. The next step is
to expand the seed concept list with the selected
terms. There are several ways of updating existing
ontology with newly discovered terms (i.e. [7], [9]).
In this project, we proposed a semantic similarity
based approach for such purpose. This approach relies on a similarity matrix, in which each cell represents the similarity between a newly discovered term
tn and an existing term te in the seed concept list. Semantic similarity has been widely applied in NLP and
Information Retrieval domains, which is termed as a
measure of semantic relatedness reflects the semantic
relationship (such as “is-a” or “a-kind-of”) based on
information theory [15]. A large number of measures
with respect to semantic similarity has been published in the literature [15]–[17], which can be categorized as corpora-based and knowledge-based metrics (a detailed discussion of such categorization can
be found in [18]). Corpora-based metrics rely on the
co-occurrence of a pair of terms within the document
corpus, while knowledge-based metrics map the
terms representing concepts in a formal knowledge
structure (such as WordNet or other domain ontologies). The knowledge-based measures are more preferable in this work since they rely on knowledge
networks rather than (enormous) document corpus or
(implicit) external knowledge [19]. A shortcoming of
knowledge-based approach is that if a term cannot be
mapped to the knowledge structure, the measure of
semantic similarity is impossible. However, this is
not an issue in this project because i) we are updating
ontologies – such terms can be treated as new classes
in the existing ontology, and ii) the WSD phase reduces, if not eliminates, the possibilities of the “lackof-mapping” issue. Among various knowledge-based
semantic similarity metrics, we select the WuP measure rather than the others – this particular metric
measures the normalized depth of concepts and their

shares common subset(s); or iii) if former two conditions are not met, substitute   with one of its direct
hypernyms instead, and repeat previous step. If none
of the three conditions is met, the algorithm will return a null value indicating that no disambiguation
suggestion can be provided based on given feature
values. Essentially, the three conditions listed above
can be recognized as classification rules within a logical sequence; thus, decision trees can be used to represent them, which are used to recursively partition
the data set. In this context, the data set would be the
words in the selected terms requiring disambiguation;
the branches are the states in the disambiguation process, the nodes reflect aforementioned conditions,
while the leaves are the senses (or null value if none
sense is selected).

2.3. Ontology Integration
The ontology integration process includes two
sub-steps, namely term enrichment and seed concept
expansion. We enrich the selected and disambiguated
terms with the synonyms/acronyms from the same
domain (i.e. “negative revenues” and “losses”). Further, similar to the term enrichment approach reported in [6], [12], we design a mechanism in the light of
enriching multi-word terms. The differences between
our method and the methods in [6], [12] are: i) we
use a post-selection enrichment, which would reduce
the computation complexity of the term extraction
and selection phase; and ii) we rely on the ranking of
the term based on their DRs from the second part of
Equation (1), and then enrich the nouns with rankings
higher than a pre-defined threshold – rather than
traversing through all the nouns in the selected terms.
For instance, given a term (NN1, NN2, VB1, VB2, NN3),
as well as a pre-defined threshold at 0.7 – if DR(NN1)
= 0.8, DR(NN2) = 0.9, and DR(NN3) = 0.6; only NN1
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er, for parsing the document corpus. GATE also allows users to encode other functionalities as JAPE
rules (essentially a pattern-matching left-hand-side
(LHS) and a Java program as a right-hand-side
(RHS)), which are executed along with pre-built PRs
in a pipeline-like fashion. The corpus itself, along
with the domain ontology and WordNet, serves as
Language Resources (LRs) in GATE. Moreover, other than running standalone, GATE can be embedded
in other information systems (through provided Application Programming Interfaces, APIs) – so that
other elements in the system, such as the User Dashboard, and an independent rule engine for querying/reasoning based on the ontology, can be developed. We implement all three major modules composing the proposed system as JAPE rules. Following
sub-sections discuss the functionalities of different
modules accordingly.

Least Common Subsume (LCS) [20]. The rationale
behind such design decision is that WuP relies on
relative depth, and it is normalized, thus it allows
working with extremely complex ontology (such as
US-GAAP, WordNet, or the Gene Ontology), as well
as enables the comparisons across different ontologies. The WuP metric is calculated as follows:
(2)
2 × depth(LCS,root)
simWuP (w1 ,w2 ) =

depth(w1, LCS) + depth(w2 , LCS) + 2 × depth(LCS,root)

In Equation (2), LCS refers to the farthest shared
parent of a pair of words    according to the
knowledge structure, whereas root denotes the root
node in it (i.e. Thing in WordNet); depth is the number of intermediate nodes between two nodes. Figure
2 illustrates an example:       ,
     , while     .
Based on Equation (2),     

 .


3.1. Term Extraction Module
The Term Extraction module undertakes two major functionalities, namely preprocessing and NP
extraction. In the preprocessing of the documents in
the corpus, we apply a pre-built plugin in GATE,
named OpenNLP (Open Natural Language Processing) for parsing the documents. OpenNLP is a
native plugin incorporated in GATE, originally a
library based on Apache OpenNLP library [22].
OpenNLP also follows a pipeline-like fashion. To
make it fitting the purpose of our study, we updated
the pre-built package by modifying the code and adding new PRs to it. The major components in the preprocessing sub-module include:
• OpenNLP Tokenizer: the OpenNLP Tokenizer
splits documents into small tokens, such as
words, numbers, punctuations, symbols, and
spaces.
• OpenNLP Sentence Splitter: rather than the default sentence splitter, we select the OpenNLP
Sentence Splitter in our pipeline and modified
the original code to support further segmenting
sentences into sub-sentences and/or clauses,
which helps us in extracting the syntactic features for term selection purposes.
• OpenNLP POS Tagger: the OpenNLP POS Tagger assigns POS tags to tokens such as words
and symbols with the default lexicon and rule
sets. Moreover, the OpenNLP NER PR is incorporated in the pipeline, in order to annotate original MUC (Message Understanding Conference)
entities, such as person, location, organization,
date, and so forth. Such annotation is helpful in
the later deep cleansing step.

Figure 2. WuP Calculation Example

Moreover, the original WuP measure reflects the
semantic relatedness of two single words. However,
in order to align two terms, we need a measure to
calculate similarity between multiple-word terms.
Thus, we propose the Normalized Multiple Word
Semantic Similarity (NMWSS) as follows (Equation
3), where         and     
   are two multiple-word terms, respectively. If
the NMWSS between a newly discovered term  and
an existing term  is greater than a pre-defined
threshold, then  is added to  as sub-class/instance;
otherwise, a new (sibling) class needs to be created.
∑ ∑ (sim (w , w )
(3).
m

n

2

WuP

simmulti (t n ,t e ) =

i

j

i=1 j=1

m+n

3. The Design and Demonstration of the
Proposed System
The architecture of the proposed system is depicted in Figure 3. In order to deliver a flexible and extensible system, we have adopted GATE [21] as the
orchestration mechanism for our system. GATE is a
widely applied NLP toolkit based on Java-like rules
(JAPE, Java Annotations Patterns Engine), developed for IE and other analytical purposes. GATE provides a variety of packaged analytical/processing
functionalities (namely Processing Resources, PR),
such as Tokenizer, Sentence Splitter, and NP Chunk-
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•

•

With the term candidates filtered, we can begin to
calculate their ranking metrics. The first JAPE rule in
this group is named “Freq-Calculation”, which calculate the term frequency according to the FREQ part
of Equation (1). The second JAPE rule “DRCalculation” computes the DR measure, according to
the second part of Equation (1). The results from both
rules are stored in CSV files. A third JAPE rule
“Ranking” calculates the final ranking measure, according to Equation (1), and then sort the candidate
terms based on the calculated  .
The next chunk of JAPE rules conducts ‘deep
cleansing’ on the words in the sorted term list. The
LHS of the JAPE rule “Deep-Cleansing” matches the
unwanted patterns based on the features from the
tokens, while the RHS add a “DROPPED” feature to
the corresponding token. A list of exemplar unwanted
patterns from the case study can be found in Table 2.

Stemmer and Morphological Analyzer: we adopt
the two components for lemmatizing the tokens
in the document corpus. After this step, all the
morphemes (affixes, POS variants, etc.) of the
same stem (root words) are annotated with additional features “stem” and “root” in the token
annotations. For instance, a stem feature of “convert” is added to both tokens “converting” and
“convertible”.
GATE provides several options in order to implement the NP Extraction sub-module, such as
noun phrase chunker (NPChunker), Tagger
Framework, LingPipe NER PR, and the
OpenNLP Chunker. We select the OpenNLP
Chunker in implementing the proposed system
because: i) as a native PR in the GATE
OpenNLP plugin, OpenNLP Chunker collaborates better with other OpenNLP components
(such as the ones used in the preprocessing step);
2) as evaluated in a recent study [23], the
OpenNLP Chunker yields in the highest accuracy
and ease-of-use compared to others. The
OpenNLP Chunker is essentially a JAPE rule –
while a rule set is called in the LHS for linguistic
pattern matching purposes. We modified the rule
set to make sure it fits the linguistic patterns discussed in Section 2.1, while redundant patterns
are removed. OpenNLP Chunker adds a feature
to the tokens in the document, which uses the
common BIO values: for instance, a token
tagged with a “B-NP” value means that it is at
the beginning of a noun phrase; while a token
tagged with “I-NP” means it is inside a noun
phrase. This feature is critically useful for identifying the local features as discussed in Section
2.1.

Table 2. Rules Used in Deep Cleansing and Examples

No.
1
2
3

Example //Explanation
(Token.category = “NN” && Token.kind
= “LOC”) //nouns of geographic locations
(Token.category = “VB” && Token.chunk
= “O”) //verbs outside any phrases
{(Token.category
=
“CD”)}{(Token.category
=
“NN”)}
//nouns following a number

As discussed in Section 2.1, the selection upon
the term candidates are completed; and then the selected terms are used as input for the next module.

3.3. Ontology Enrichment Module
Two major phases exist in the Ontology Enrichment Module, which respectively are: word sense
disambiguation and ontology integration.
To implement the WSD function in GATE environment, we employed a third-party plugin named
WordNet_Suggester [25]. In essence, WordNet_Suggester is a pre-built JAVA program that provides glossaries, hypernyms, hyponyms, synonyms,
and other taxonomic relationships for a specific
word, relying on WordNet (which loaded in GATE as
a LR). WordNet_Suggester provides us a gateway to
retrieve the taxonomic information from WordNet,
and it allows configuration through initialization parameters (such as attemptFullMatch: set to true if
intend to match multiple words). However, we have
to code a custom JAPE rule in order to realize the
WSD method proposed in Section 2.2 (FeatureWSD).
This rule uses output annotation set from the WordNet_Suggester of both the selected terms (outcomes
of the Term Selection Module) and the n-gram bagof-words surrounding the target word as inputs (LHS
patterns), and implements the F-WSD algorithm on
the RHS. It adds a feature “WN_sense” to the target

3.2. Term Selection Module
There are two phases in the Term Selection Module, namely related term ranking and domain specific
deep cleansing. Several JAPE rules are encoded for
implementing this module.
Before calculating the ranking of the term candidates, a linguistic filtering needs to be conducted on
them. The first group of JAPE rules is used for such
purpose. The first JAPE rule is named “StopWordRemove”, which removes the stop words from the
extracted term candidates. The English stop word list
is obtained from [24]. Then a JAPE rule named “Filtering” is added to the pipeline – it has two main
functions: filtering tokens with POS tags other than
NN, VB, or JJ; and createing the n-gram bag-ofwords based on the filtered words in the term candidates.
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4. A Preliminary Case Study

word (token): if a sense is determined, then the sense
is added as the value of “WN_sense”; otherwise, a
null value is added.
The second phase in the Ontology Enrichment
Module is ontology integration, according to Section
2.3. For calculating the semantic similarity proposed
above, we adopt ws4j (WordNet Similarity for Java)
package [26] by calling its Application Programming
Interface (API) in the JAPE rule “simCal”, which is
used to calculate the NMWSS (as presented in Equation (3)) between words in two terms (discoveredexisting pairs). Another JAPE rule, “OntoSuggester”,
is developed to suggest the expansion of the seed
concept list based on the calculation results from
“simCal” and a user-defined threshold (as a runtime
parameter). It is by design that the “OntoSuggester”
rule does not directly update the concept list; instead
it provides suggestions to the users/knowledge workers – in other words, it assists the concept expansion
process, rather than replacing human judgments.
Then variations of “simCal” and “OntoSuggester” are
executed in the pipeline, between the pair of terms
from the expanded concept list and the target ontology (the ontology requiring alignment to).

The proposed system is instantiated in a research
prototype ‘IPO-Extractor’ and evaluated in a case
study in the finance domain. The IPO-Extractor prototype is deployed on a machine equipped with an
Intel Xeon 2.47 GHz CPU, 8GB RAM, and Windows
7 Enterprise 64-bit operating system.
The details regarding the case study are elaborated in following subsections, with some preliminary
results and discussions.

4.1. Design of the Case Study
The case study aims to learn the knowledge structure regarding the IPO process through the textual
contents in the IPO prospectus. Two domain experts
created a seed concept list named the IPO-Ontology,
which contains the key concepts with respect to the
Risk Factors section in the prospectus. IPO prospectus is recognized as the most credible source when
analyzing the phenomena within an organization’s
IPO process; whereas the Risk Factors section is
deemed as one of the most information-rich sections
within the prospectus [27]. It is well accepted that the
textual information in the Risk Factors section has a
significant effect on the IPO pricing volatility; yet no
formal knowledge structure exists in the domain to
support the IE-based analysis on it [27], [28]. We
plan to apply the IPO-Extractor on document corpus
containing the Risk Factor sections of the IPO prospectus, for the purpose of enriching the IPOOntology for further analyses.
IPO-Ontology was developed with 6 first-level
classes, and 47 second-level classes in a hierarchical
manner. The root concept is “risk_factors”, and the
first level classes include: growth (concepts related to
the growth and business operations of an organization), management skills (the management views and
strategies of a company), competitiveness (the ability
to compete with the competitors), customers (the
relation with current and potential customers), lawsuit (the capability to issue and react to a lawsuit, or
potential lawsuit), and stock prices (the pricing strategy of the stock), which are the key factors disclosed
in the Risk Factor sections that affecting the IPO
pricing. These factors are generalized from an intensive literature review in the finance domain. A snippet of IPO-Ontology (in OWL format) is shown in
Figure 4.
In order to obtain the document corpus for the
case study, we developed a web crawler to retrieve
424B documents from the EDGAR database of the
Security Exchange Committee (SEC). 424B documents are the final prospectus in the IPO process.

Figure 3. Architecture of the Proposed System
In other words, with the term extracted and disambiguated (described in Section 3.1 and 3.2), we
leverage the semantic similarity between the selected
terms for the purpose of ‘fitting’ them in the seed
concept list. Thus, knowledge workers can use such
enriched, non-ambiguous ontology for querying and
other purposes (i.e. reasoning).
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different methods. The results are shown in following
table (Table 3). From Table 3, it is clear that Duration
and RAMUSE of IPO-Extractor is lower than the
other two methods. The duration of IPO-Extractor is
59.9% and 72.8% of the other two methods, while the
RAMUSE is 77.5% and 84.6%. These two metrics
suggest that the proposed IPO-Extractor is more efficient than current GATE-based term extraction
methods.

Several filtering rules created by the domain experts
were applied in the web crawler, such as the company should not be in the finance industry (i.e. banking
or insurance companies), the IPO should be within
the period between 2003-1-1 to 2013-12-31, and
common stock only. Any prospectus without a valid
Risk Factors section is expunged. More than 2,000
424B documents were retrieved. A random sampling
is conducted and a total of 150 documents were selected for this case study.

Table 3. Efficiency Comparison Between Different
Methods
Method
IPO-Extractor
ANNIE+NPChunker
ANNIE+KEA

Duration
118 min.
197 min.
162 min.

RAMUSE
5.5 GB
7.1 GB
6.5 GB

For the purpose of testing the quality, two domain
experts were asked to manually extract terms from
100 out of the 150 selected documents. A total of 57
terms were extracted from the document corpus. Out
of the 57 manually extracted terms, 43 appear in the
results extracted by IPO-Extractor. To compute the
values of the evaluation metrics, we define the selected terms as positives and the dropped term candidates
as negatives. Since our data is highly skewed – negatives are much more than positives, a precision/recall/F-measure test is employed. Thus, if we
use the manually extracted terms as ground truth,
IPO-Extractor achieves a precision of 76%, a recall
of 66.7%, and an F-score of 71%. The contingency
table of the results is shown in Table 4.

Figure 4. A Snippet of IPO-Ontology

Specifically for the purpose of the case study, a
parsing/pruning step is conducted before applying
IPO-Extractor on the document corpus. The parsing
step aims at removing all non-textual contents in
documents (including tables, figures, table of contents, file head, etc.) and annotating the Risk Factors
sections from the 424B documents. The average
length (number of word tokens) of the selected documents is 84,581; whereas the average length of the
Risk Factors sections is 3,874 (4.58% of the average
document length).

Table 4. The Contingency Table of the Results from the
Case Study

Test

Positive
Negative

Condition
Positive Negative
38
12
19
291

Discussion of the results. As shown in Table 3, in
terms of efficiency and resource intensiveness, IPOExtractor is better than other two term extraction
methods embedded in GATE. With the fine-tuning of
the components, IPO-Extractor is more temporally
and computationally efficient. The enriched ontology
evidently enhanced the information extraction process in terms of coverage: the number of sentences
extracted from the ‘risk factors’ section has increased
150% - 300% across the selected sample. Also, domain experts have reported that the enriched ontology
is capable of assisting them in determining whether
an extracted sentence is relevant or not. With respect
to the accuracy of IPO-Extractor, the precision/recall
is comparable to other term extraction methods [7],
[23], [29]. Given the fact that we applied an unsupervised method in the term selection phase, and used
WordNet, as a generic knowledge structure – rather
than a domain specific knowledge structure; the result is fairly encouraging. However, it also points out
the possible directions for future study.

4.2. Results and Discussions
In this case study, we have selected the first 50
term candidates in the sorted list (using Equation (1))
and set the threshold for NMWSS to 0.5.
To evaluate the competitiveness of our method
against other term extraction methods, we have selected several GATE-based term extraction methods,
including: ANNIE (A Nearly-New Information Extraction System) + NPChunker, ANNIE + KEA (Key
Phrase Extractor). The same document corpus and
the threshold of top 50 terms are used for both other
methods. We use the duration of the extraction process (Duration, in minutes) and the RAM usage at
peak during the extraction process (RAMUSE, in
Gigabytes (GB)) as indicators of the efficiency of
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to the current study: i) the relatively small sample
size in our case study; ii) the lower precision comparing against other term extraction and ontology enrichment methods; and iii) the intuitive linguistic and
domain specific patterns. These limitations point out
the future directions of this study.
Other than the abovementioned points, we also
plan to take the following steps in the future to further enhance this study:
• Methodology-wise: firstly, we plan to explore
other NLP solutions in order to boost the performance of our approach; secondly, domain
specific taxonomies will be synergized in our
approach for WSD purposes; thirdly, it would be
interesting to verify our approach in a supervised
and iterative fashion, which can improve the performance of our approach; last but not least, the
approach presented in this paper focuses on the
hyponymy/synonymy relations between extracted terms – since we use WordNet as the
knowledge reference. It will be interesting to further investigate other semantic relations formulated in domain knowledge.
• Application-wise: this study is a section of a
larger project [32], which aims at studying the
IPO pricing strategies based on the IPO prospectus. The approach proposed in this paper prepares the basis for further analysis. In the future,
we plan to: i) apply the approach or its improved
variants to textual contents in other important
sections in the IPO prospectus, and then construct the ontology for the overall IPO field; ii)
use the enriched ontology as the basis to extract
knowledge from the IPO prospectus, and then
use such knowledge for constructing predictive
models for understanding the IPO pricing phenomenon.

5. Related Work
Several previous studies have proposed term extraction methods in various domains [6]–[10], [12],
[30], [31]. Contrary to our approach, only two methods used domain specific ranking mechanisms for
selecting terms. Moreover, none of the method employed a domain specific cleansing step to further
filter the extracted terms. Even though some of these
methods achieve better accuracy, it is partially because some of them utilized a strictly tested domain
ontology [6] and/or supervised methods with a training data set [31]. Our methods can be applied in domains where no explicit, formal knowledge structure
exists (such as the IPO domain illustrated in the case
study); or cost-sensitive domains where obtaining a
training data set is not feasible. Alternatively, our
approach can be adopted as a pilot step in an iterative
term extraction process – the ontology enriched by
our method can be used as the underlying knowledge
structure for further term extraction purposes or other
ontology-based analyses, such as information extraction, document clustering, or reasoning.
The approach proposed in this paper also sheds
light on WSD. A large body of work has been done
in developing/improving WSD methods (a detailed
review can be found in [5]). Comparing to them, our
approach is novel from two standpoints: i) applying
feature-based WSD while using dictionaries is not
common in prior methods; ii) our approach suggests
the possibility to align domain specific knowledge
base(s) (i.e. IPO-Ontology) with domain independent
knowledge base(s) (i.e. WordNet). From the latter
standpoint, our approach potentially enables domainspecific, ontology-based reasoning using axioms and
semantic relations inherited from domain independent resources. On the other side of the coin, since
WordNet cannot fully reflect all semantic relations
from real-world scenarios, the marriage with domainspecific knowledge resources would further enrich
WordNet by adding new properties/relations.
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